March, 11, 2021 - Open Data Week

Hi, I’m Devin Balkind
●

A software producer who organizes teams
to deliver solutions for startups, nonproﬁts
and government agencies.
○
○
○

●
●

Sarapis: nonproﬁt
Pruvn: business
BetaNYC: contractor for city agencies (past)

I was born & raised in NYC.
Plan to do WeGov work for 30+ years.

@devinbalkind on Twitter
devin@sarapis.org

Let’s Make NYC the World’s Best Run City
New York City is literally the world’s “favorite” city.
We’re the richest city in the richest country. We have
the resources to be the best.
We aren’t. And that’s bad for us and bad for the world.
To billion of people around the world, NYC represents
the concept of urban life, a global city, a diverse
“melting-pot”, immigration and opportunity.
We must do better.

What Does Better Look Like?
Over the last decade, people have
ﬁgured out how to go government
tech better.
New York City doesn’t have a general
purpose digital service organization
applying best practices in digital
transformation.
MODA does great work but it’s scope
is limited.

How do we help?
Phase 1: Tools
We create and support open source software & data projects.
Phase 2: Community
We offer news, knowledge and networking opportunities to like minded people.
Phase 3: Advocacy
We build public awareness and support for best practices and solutions.

Tools
We help technology projects that making NYC more open, effective & participatory.
We’ve build almost a dozen experimental apps: a City Agency Directory, Capital
Project Explorer, City Services API, Laws on Your Phone, Political Directory & Data
Maps.
The DataBook is our ﬁrst real offering.
We also offer resources to projects that align with our values, such as Reported App.
And we provide long-term maintenance for projects, like Capital Projects Directory.

Resources for Reported App
“Reported” helps New Yorkers report dangerous drivers
via an information collection app that sends reports to
311, TLC, Twitter and more.
Volunteer developers got stuck and couldn’t get to 3.0
version and the app was broken for half its users.
We gave them $3,000 worth of a Sarapis developer’s time
to get 3.0 launched and are now helping them raise
money to keep that developer onboard indeﬁnitely.

Maintenance for Capital
Projects Directory
Chris Whong famously scrapped the capital projects
PDFs in 2017 and put up a site.
With his blessing, we forked the site, restyled it and
added some features.
This allowed Chris to focus on newer projects, like his
newer geocoded capital projects map.
We’ll help ensure that is maintain long term too.

Open for Business
Know of tool that aligns with our vision?
Tell us about it.
Maybe we can help!

Plus an insight: we ask too much of volunteer software developers! They can’t be expected to
launch and maintain a project indeﬁnitely. Better is for them to start and structure projects, do
as much work as they want, and then bring in a paid (outsourced) software developer to do
the annoying stuff, keep things maintained and the project rolling. We love to fund that!

The WeGov.NYC Databook

Open Data is Good
●
●
●

One of NYC’s only technology success stories is NYC Open Data.
Congrats to MODA for this. It’s a signiﬁcant and genuine achievement.
Great data tables, published regularly, with useful metadata. Awesome.

Normalizing the data will unlock its true potential to power more useful and
usable public app.

What to Normalize?
●

Data Clinic’s Scout Tool helps us answer this question.

General Proposal
Official UIDs
● Agency
● Neighborhood (NTA)
● Community District

NYC Open Data

NYC should:
●
●

Normalized Datasets

●

Establish UID indexes
Build a data pipeline that
applies those UIDs to
open data sets.
Republish those
normalized datasets

We’ve Done a Little Bit of It
Find data open data
sets, scrapers, data
entry.

Airtable Data Repo

Normalize the data by
adding consistent UIDs over
all the datasets.

Transformer EC2

Archive the data in S3 so
it’s easy to share in bulk
and in AWS environment.

Upload data into Carto so
its accessible via the Carto
SQL API.

AWS Console
CartoDB EC2

Develop apps powered by
the SQL API.

Databook
Agency
Directory
App

CartoBuilder
(Ruby)
QRI

Airtable

Socrata

PostgreSQL
Post GIS

SQL API
(Node.js)
Maps API
(Node.js)

How the
Transformer
Works

1. Log Datasets in Airtable
Datasets are logged in the WeGovNYC Data Index
Airtable’s data_sources table. Fields:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Name: Title of the dataset
ID: Internal identiﬁer
Citation URL: Where dataset links to.
Update Schedule: Frequency of data update in hours.
API Agency Field Name: name of ﬁeld in the dataset containing a
city agency.
Data URL: Link to JSON data API
Description: Text to appear in apps describing dataset.
Source: Location of dataset
Status: What to do with it
Index Table ID: ?
Last Updated: When the data was last transformed.
Index Filling Data: When data was last indexed.
Output URL: Location of transformed data.

2. Create, Fill & Prematch in Transformer App
The Transformer pulls data sets from the Data Index
and allows the user to:
●
●

●

Create an “Index ﬁle” Google Sheets for the
ﬁle.
Fill & Pre-match the ﬁle. This pulls the
Airtable Agency Index, matches it to the
agencies in the sheet, and allows the user to
manually change those matches.
Compile then applies the matched ﬁelds to
the new dataset and publishes it at the URL
accessible via the “Last Updated” ﬁeld.

3. Match in Google Sheet
A Google Sheets is generated with three sheets:
●
●

●

Conﬁguration Info from
Airtable>Data_Sources
Organization List from
Airtable>Organizations, which is the
canonical list of organizations used for
matching.
Dataset Match, which displays a list of all
agencies in the dataset and an editable
fuzzy match with all our oﬃcial
organizations.

4. Publish to S3 and Carto
S3 data in our public data repo Airtable as “Output URL”

Lamda’d into carto.wegov.nyc

5. Displayed in the Databook
Our ﬁrst display is a City Agency Directory, with the
following datasets for each:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

People - Greenbook on NYC Open Data
Projects - NYC Capital Project Detail Data
Services - Beneﬁts and Programs API on NYC
Open Data
Requests - Register of Community Board Budget
Requests API
Indicators - Agency Performance Mapping
Indicators – Annual
Finances - Expense Budget on NYC Open Data
Jobs - NYC Jobs
Facilities - NYC Facilities Database
Organizations - WeGov Organization Index

Marginally Very Cool
Timing is Everything:
●
●
●
●

15-30 minutes to normalize a dataset, no
coding involved.
1 hour to add a new dataset using very
popular Laravel and DataTables.net tools.
Design follows USDS Federal Design
System
Datasets are updated automatically. If an
agency name changes or isn’t matched,
we get an alert to update the matching
table.

What’s Next?
●
●
●
●
●

10+ more agency datasets
Adding charts and maps
Normalizing geographies: council
districts, community districts, NTAs
Adding interactivity with comments and
other user generated content
Integrating/incorporating other projects

Then hopefully:
●
●

Partnerships with good government orgs
Advocacy for more, better, normalized
open data and API-driven web apps

Zooming Out: We’re Ready to Build Community
We want to create spaces where people creating technology in the public interest can
raise awareness about issues, showcase their projects and onboard collaborators.
To do that, we’re gearing up to offer the following:
●
●
●
●

News: stay up to date with our blog, social media, newsletter and Slack.
Events: meetup to learn and share new things, and ﬁnd collaborators.
Knowledge: a dynamic directory of relevant people, places and things.
Services: a ﬁscal sponsor enabling projects to access nonproﬁt beneﬁts
including tax-deductible contributions, credits, and more.

Open for Business
We’re hiring a data manager & community builder.
We’re also looking for sponsors that believe in our mission.

Get Involved: https://tinyurl.com/wegovnyc
Contact Me: Devin Balkind, devin@sarapis.org, @devinbalkind on Twitter

Notes

Eventually: SIMNYCity
Imagine an interactive “game” where you could see city data on real maps, follow
agency activities, give feedback on issues, make your own budget and more.
Citizen-Driven Budgets

Decision-Making

Data Maps

Geospatial Awareness

